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Abstracts for Sunday morning—Session 11

A “League against Willan” versus a League for All:  Constructing an Identity 
for the Canadian League of Composers

BENITA WOLTERS-FREDLUND (Calvin College)
The original founders of the Canadian League of Composers felt caught between two competing 
goals: to promote the interests of all contemporary composers in Canada, regardless of style, 
and to promote younger modernist composers. These competing interests are particularly 
evident in their controversial membership policy, which set a 60-year age limit, and their 
concert series, which favored modern styles but nonetheless showcased a wide variety of more 
moderate composers as well. This paper seeks to understand this tension in the context of 
post-war Canadian culture, especially musical conservatism, a lack of musical infrastructure, 
and the broader questions of national identity that shaped the 1950s. 

Session 10d Julius Eastman and the Politics of American Experimental/ 
  Downtown Music
The Worlds of Julius Eastman

ELLIE M. HISAMA (Columbia University)
Composer, improviser, pianist, and vocalist Julius Eastman (1940–1990) directly engaged 
with issues of race and sexuality in his compositions, which often employ improvisative, 
postminimalist elements. Focusing on a selection of Eastman’s compositions from the 1970s and 
1980s, I examine his use of repetition, musical quotation, and form in relation to his subjectivity 
as a gay, African American composer. I argue that Eastman’s approaches to organizing sound 
in his instrumental compositions can be heard as firmly grounded in the politics of racial and 
sexual identity in the wake of the Civil Rights movement and Stonewall. 

The Voice of Julius Eastman in Downtown Expressive Culture
RYAN W. DOHONEY (Columbia University)

This paper provides a history of Julius Eastman’s vocal performances beginning with his 
membership in the Creative Associates, through his practices as a composer-improviser, and 
as a collaborator on Arthur Russell’s disco projects. I argue that Eastman’s vocal performances 
function as moments of critique through queer self-declaration that move deftly between genres 
and styles. An understanding of Eastman’s varied modes of performance has ramifications 
for the history of downtown expressive culture. Through Eastman’s hybrid practices we can 
construct a more nuanced history of downtown New York culture, one that accounts for the 
dynamics of race and sexuality.

Session 11a Music in the Pacific Northwest

Music in the Pacific Northwest: Mary Davenport Engberg as a Pioneering 
Conductor and Educator

ELIZABETH JULIANA KNIGHTON (University of Washington)
Women in the United States generally were excluded from performing in or conducting mixed-
gender orchestras prior to the 1940s, but Mary Davenport Engberg founded and conducted 
the Seattle Civic Opera and Bellingham Symphony Orchestra, and was music director of the 
Seattle Symphony Orchestra, well before that. The developing musical culture of the Pacific 
Northwest enabled Engberg to engage in professional music leadership roles ahead of others 
in her field, without encountering gender-based opposition. This paper reveals the effect of 
regional differences in the experiences and reception of women in American music through 
an examination of Engberg’s contributions.


